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Technology is powering education 
now more than ever.
Skilled leadership and support are necessary. Efficiency and consistency are essential.  
Privacy and security are crucial.

ECNO is Ontario’s authority in school board administration IT solutions.
We support all 72 public school boards in Ontario. Our shared services and vendor partnerships 
establish synergy, efficiency, and savings while contributing valuable expertise and state of the 
art solutions.

ECNO’s leadership was never more essential than during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Our team supported boards in their shift to online learning. We rapidly vetted more than 100 
apps and platforms to ensure student safety and security. ECNO’s Provincial Information  
Security Officer offered advice and support.

When our members need us, ECNO is there.

Our Vision
A world where technology empowers classroom success and simplifies board administration.

Our Mission
We lead, support and implement best-practice IT programs that create efficiencies and cost 
savings for Ontario school boards.

Our Values
• Student achievement and administrative success
• Collaboration between our members and sector partners
• Agility and creativity to find cost-effective solutions that work
• IT solutions that make real impact in the real world 



As Ontario’s school boards rapidly adapted to online learning, IT staff provided calm, assuring 
leadership to deliver tools, training and support that helped enable the best possible learning 
experience for teachers, students and their families while looking out for their safety and privacy.

It was a tall order in an unprecedented time, and we are proud that ECNO was with them 
every step of the way. Our strong staff team and network of volunteers, partners and experts 
stepped up with programs and advice in a collaborative environment that helped us move 
forward together.

This revamped and expanded annual report highlights some of ECNO’s successes across the full 
20-months that COVID-19 dramatically changed how we approach education – both during the 
pandemic and for the foreseeable future. 

You’ll read about an intensive ethical hacking process to vet online apps and platforms, a cyber 
awareness promotion campaign that helped students better understand online risks, and the 
growth of shared services agreements that are contributing to savings,  
efficiency and consistency across the province – to name a few examples.

It is well-timed that this coming year is the natural cycle  
for ECNO’s Board of Directors to update its strategic plan.  
Work is already underway to draw on what we have  
learned to expand the breadth of our shared  
services, privacy and security programs, and  
member support as education and technology  
continue to walk closely together towards a  
strong, resilient future.

Respectfully submitted,

Wayne Toms, Executive Director
Brent McDonald, President, Board of Directors

The past two years have made it abundantly clear:  
Information Technology professionals play a vital role in education. 
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Experts ‘hack’ online education 
applications to improve student safety, 
privacy protection, and data security 

In the early days of the pandemic, as school boards 
adapted to virtual learning, a team of IT, Privacy and 
Supply Chain Management experts from across the 
province was working night and day to ethically  
hack dozens of online applications. The objective was 
twofold; to safeguard student personal privacy  
information and data security and identify areas of 
data and legal risk to Boards using these applications.

“Boards and teachers were discovering educational 
apps to support their curriculum needs online,  
however, most of these hadn’t been reviewed to  
ensure that students would not be at risk, and that 
their personal data was protected,” explains John 
Shanks, ECNO’s Director of Business Development.

Improved privacy protection and cyber security had 
been identified as a priority in a 2018 Ontario Auditor 
General’s IT Systems and Technology in the  
Classroom report and an assessment framework  
had been developed by volunteers working with a 
joint working group of three OASBO committees,  
and ECNO, who then agreed to run the  
VASP program. 

When a board submits a request following an  
internal pedagogical review, evaluators run the  

Members of the Ottawa Catholic School 
Board Learning Technologies Team  
were fans of the VASP program from  
the beginning. Checking the growing  
database has become their first step  
now if a new application or software  
is being considered.

“For me it brings peace of mind. There  
is a trust factor with VASP because  
we know the application is being  
reviewed by experts. It’s reassuring  
and we appreciate the consistency –  
we are viewing all vendors through  
the same lens,” says Hilary Close, the 
Board’s Manager of Corporate Affairs  
and a long-time member of OASBO’s  
Privacy and Information Committee.

Echoes Geoff Edwards, the Board’s  
Superintendent of Learning  
Technologies: “This program saves us 
huge amounts of time and makes us 
more productive and more efficient.  
It also saves the Board a ton of  
money so that I can allocate my  
resources more efficiently.

“Every penny we pay to ECNO has  
been money well spent,” he says.
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Experts ‘hack’ online education 
applications to improve student safety, 
privacy protection, and data security 

software through more than 100 risk  
assessments that consider student safety  
and privacy, security of personal data,  
technology requirements, and terms of  
use. To date, 92 per cent of Ontario’s school 
boards have signed on.

“Demand was swift and ECNO committed  
significant resources to getting this work done 
quickly,” says John.  As part of the Ontario 
Together project initiated by the Province, the 
Ministry of Education and ECNO/OASBO joint 
sub-committee immediately recruited and 
trained 20 privacy, technology, and supply 
chain management experts who collectively 
logged nearly 1,000 hours per week in the early 
months of the pandemic. The process can 
take as little as a couple of hours for simple 
applications that don’t collect very much 
personal information, to a week for  
sophisticated programs that can weave a 
complex trail of documentation and data.  
If the analysis identifies concerns and risks, 
evaluators work directly with the vendor  
to mitigate the issues. 

The final report includes an overall privacy/ 
security score, a technical School Board  
report for IT and curriculum staff, and a  
plain language report for administrators  
and educators. ECNO staff walk board  
representatives through the report to address 
questions or concerns, and assessments are 
centrally databased for participating boards. 
Over 110 reviews have been completed since 
the program kicked off in April 2020 with  
several new requests coming in each month. 

John now oversees a team of eight reviewers, 
each dedicating about 20 hours per week 
to the program. In addition to continuing to 
assess new application requests, evaluators 
are frequently circling back to the completed 
titles to determine if any legislative or product
privacy/terms of use conditions have changed 
warranting reassessment. 

The process and evaluation tools are now 
being trademarked by OASBO and ECNO as 
co-owners to protect the intellectual property.

“ECNO is a valuable partner for CscProvidence because they work directly with school 
board ICT professionals to understand the common challenges to daily operational activities 
and work collectively with all Ontario school boards to find solutions to those common 
challenges. ECNO also acts as a strategic planning partner for ICT strategic visioning.”

Francis Mailloux, Chef du département des TIC, CscProvidence
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ECNO Advisory Committee
Through a very challenging year, the EAC endeavored to find a balance of traditional and extraordinary 
supports for the member boards. The committee provided insight and advice in areas including Shared 
Technology Services, Vetting Applications for Security and Privacy (VASP), Technical Advisory Committee, 
K212HRP PAC, and the ECNO Conference. 

Extraordinary supports for members were developed by the EAC and delivered through a unique  
restructuring in the form of a well-received series of virtual wellness sessions through December and into 
January.  The committee rightly decided that during stressful COVID times, ECNO members would find 
great value in a bit of a detour from typical Educational Technology centric meetings to discussions  
focusing on the personal wellness of the people that make up the IT Departments of member boards  
in the province.

As things move forward, the EAC is more committed than ever to supporting the ECNO strategic plan and 
bringing into focus the issues and challenges faced by its membership to maximize the collaborative  
value it provides.

Derek Galipeau, Manager of Technical Services and Support
District School Board of Niagara

Technical Advisory Committee
This year, moving our technical session to the virtual world didn’t slow our momentum: the committee 
had very productive and helpful technical sessions.

Our first session was with Microsoft, covering various topics including Microsoft Edge, Azure Active  
Directory, Endpoint Management, Teams Meeting room, and Windows virtual desktop. The session was 
well received with high attendance. Perhaps the most valued aspect of the meeting was the  
question-and-answer session that attendees had with Microsoft. 

The second virtual session was delivered by Dell Technologies, which covered mitigation to circumvent 
threats that many school boards experience from cyberattacks in the IT field – a precursor to  
Cybersecurity month in October. Dell delved into cloud data protection, disaster recovery after an attack 
and what applications can be used, and how to recognize and prepare for the threats that are out in 
the wild. This session was also well received by attendees.

Anthony Brice, Committee Chair
Manager of ICT – Customer Service and Support Manager
Kawartha Pineridge District School Board

From Our Committees
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Conference Committee
With the prospect of another conference postponement, the ECNO Conference Committee had little  
option but to move Together Forward, forging a new path with ECNO’s first virtual conference.

The first of 40 one-hour sessions commenced April 1st, with the closing session 12 weeks later, on June 
22nd. Together Forward provided a virtual showcase to 32 eager vendors, sharing information to 3,640+ 
session registrations consisting of 540 unique participants.

Despite little experience with virtual offerings, the conference committee pulled a virtual rabbit out of  
a virtual hat! It was a real ‘shot-in the-arm’ during a difficult time for both vendors and school board  
employees. Kudos to the conference committee for the extra time and energy expended to make  
Together Forward a resounding success!  

Hope to see you in June at ECNO Conference 2022 – IT: Integral Today - Securing the Future! 

Kevin LePage, Co-chair Eleanore Novak, Co-chair
Simcoe County District School Board District School Board of Niagara

Shared Technology Services Advisory Committee
The primary responsibility of the STSAC is to oversee the implementation and operations of ECNO’s 
Shared Technology Services, provide support and direction to the ECNO Shared Technology Services 
Project Manager, and to make recommendations to the ECNO Advisory Committee to help guide future 
directions.

The past year has seen tremendous growth and changes in our core offerings:
• App|Stack – Almost 500 applications have been packaged by the team for delivery through Microsoft 
 App-V, saving countless hours for all member Boards.
• App|Show – Heavily used during the pandemic and now being updated to leverage Microsoft Windows 
 Virtual Desktop, this solution currently brings Windows apps to any HTML5 browser.
• App|Store – We have onboarded 21 School Boards to the App|Store offering and currently offer 284 MSIX 
 packaged apps through the store.
• App|Labs – We assisted six Boards with implementing Azure Labs to support high performance  
 computing over the cloud. The team assisted with hosted and guided implementations leveraging   
 Azure Lighthouse. One pilot Board moved from trial to a self-deployed model and noted “this was  
 extremely useful for us to get our hands in the environment before taking the leap ourselves.”

Our User Community Meetings continue to be well attended by many Board IT Professionals and are a 
great resource for sharing ideas. This year’s topics have included ECNO’s Vetting of Applications for  
Security and Privacy Project (VASP), Microsoft InTune, Imaging Strategies, and IT Ticketing Systems.

Sean Heuchert, Manager of Information Technology
Peterborough Victoria Northumberland and Clarington Catholic District School Board
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Partnerships are at the heart of our work
To ensure that ECNO is delivering the best 
solutions, savings, and efficiencies, we work 
in close collaboration with our school board 
members, world-leading technology vendors, 
and provincial organizations that share our 
mandate and passion for providing the best 
possible learning experience for students.

It starts with our ECNO Board of Directors  
and committees, which see a robust  
commitment by dozens of volunteers from 
across the education technology sector  
who share a dedication for excellence in the 
industry. Their insights “from the frontlines” 
and tireless contributions ensure that the 
needs of all boards are addressed in our  
programs. Their commitment was never  
more essential than over the past year and  
we are grateful for their leadership.

ECNO has also enjoyed a long-time  
partnership with the Ontario Association of 
School Board Officials (OASBO). With a shared 
mandate to deliver leading business practices 
in the support of students, our team participates 
in OASBO’s  Information & Communication 
Technology and Privacy and Information 

Management (PIM) Committees, collaborating  
on both the design and delivery of technology- 
related programs for Ontario school boards.

We continue to build strong partnerships with 
leading vendors as well. Thanks to an exclusive  
agreement with ECNO, our members can 
access hundreds of Microsoft tools and the 
support to easily implement them. ECNO 
negotiated the highly desirable Microsoft 
Premier Agreement for its members, offering 
cost effective, priority support from Microsoft 
professionals to help with the deployment of 
all Microsoft products. The agreement is the 
first of its kind in Canada.

This year ECNO also secured a similar  
commitment with Google’s Canadian  
leadership to develop a long term Google  
for Education agreement to support member  
boards in their use of the Google suite of  
products including Chromebooks, Google 
Workspace for Education and the various  
programs they offer to teachers and students, 
all the while relying on our volunteer expertise 
to ensure safe and secure access for  
Ontario’s students.

“Being a small rural school district, having ECNO as a partner has provided us with access 
to many important services that we wouldn’t have the knowledge or financial means to 
implement on our own.”

Doug Fiebig, Information, Communication Technology Manager
Renfrew County District School Board
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Cost savings and equal access make 
Azure Labs a winning choice 
A solution to enable virtual learning during the  
pandemic became a permanent step away from  
desktop computers and into cloud computing  
at one Ontario board, with others likely to follow  
suit given the equity, convenience and potential 
savings realized.

Sophisticated software programs such as  
AutoCAD and Adobe Creative Suite are becoming 
increasingly necessary for secondary students  
studying fields such as design, engineering, and 
technology. These programs require significant  
computing power and are typically stored on  
high-end desktop computers in classroom labs. 

Supporting students already enrolled in these  
programs after the shift to lockdown in 2020  
posed an immediate challenge for Chris Dale,  
Executive Manager of Innovative and Collaborative 
Technology Services at the London District  
Catholic School Board.

“We understood some families did not have  
computers at home capable of running such  
large programs, and access for all students was  
a critical priority. I knew about Azure Labs  
through ECNO and approached them in fall  
2020 to explore a pilot subscription,” says Chris. 

Microsoft’s Azure Labs allows organizations  
such as school boards to run software on  
virtual computers in the cloud rather than on  
individual hardware. Authorized users access  
complex software from anywhere provided  
they have an internet connection and a basic  
computer. Subscribing organizations pay a fee  
by the hour for each user. Teachers and monitors  

can access data about student participation, which 
provides opportunities for early intervention if  
students are struggling.

Andrew Bayko, an Analyst with ECNO’s Shared  
Technical Services Advisory Committee helped  
implement the program including creating program 
templates for six courses to be piloted through 
Azure Labs, ensuring conditional access and  
troubleshooting minor technical issues as they arose. 

“Our IT team had their hands full to say the least, and 
so the roll-out was very ECNO heavy and we were 
very grateful for that. Within just a handful of days 
we had our virtual lab up and running,” says Chris. 
Once the system was set up, Andrew and Chris 
worked closely with teachers on implementation.

Following the successful test run, the Board  
expanded its use of Azure Labs to 30 secondary 
courses for the 2021-2022 school year. Although most 
students are back in class, a mandate to support 
ongoing virtual learning and equitable access were 
primary reasons to stick with the new approach.  
A significant savings of budget and time emerged as 
another compelling reason to expand the initiative. 
The cost per student averaged less than $100,  
amounting to solid savings in the long term  
compared with the budget required to keep the 
equipment current.

Azure Labs is a more cost-effective solution, and 
we are reducing the time our technicians would 
normally spend replacing, upgrading or fixing these 
computers,” notes Chris. 
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Strong focus on security and privacy 
in 2020
Unsurprisingly, given the effects of the pandemic, the ECNO Security Group shared service experienced 
an immense amount of growth during the 2020/21 school year. 

The Regional Information Security Analyst (RISA) shared service program expanded from the original 
region in Eastern Ontario to four additional regions: Southwestern, Northeastern, Central Ontario, and a 
new At-Large Region for boards that do not share a common geographical area. 

With the growth comes additional expertise and skills, and with that, a development of many technical 
and administrative security resources that are now available to member boards. The RISAs continue to 
focus on both the technical and administrative aspects of a strong Cyber Protection program and evolve 
the five key deliverables to meet the needs of Ontario’s K-12 School boards. They are: 
• Internal review of existing policies, procedures, standards, and controls relating to cyber security;
• Delivery of various security product training and awareness;
• Internal vulnerability assessments;
• Phishing campaigns for end user awareness; and 
• Post-hoc support to any member school board in the event of a security incident.

This year ECNO also led the creation of Ontario’s first Provincial Information 
Security Officer (PISO), a position that is responsible for the management and 
operations of the RISA program and participates in province-wide initiatives 
with ECNO partner agencies and government which benefits all  
ECNO members. 

Outcomes of this collaborative effort include the first K-12 focused  
Cyber Awareness Month campaign that ran from late-October through 
mid-November 2020. This initiative continues through 2021 with the second  
successful K-12 Cyber Awareness Month seeing expanded engagement  
and participation. (See the following page for more information.)

In 2020/21 the PISO was also a large contributing member in what is now 
known as the Ministry’s Cyber Protection Strategy that included creation of  
a Board Policy on Cyber Protection Template, a K-12 Cyber Protection 
Framework. This essential document will continue to evolve in the coming 
year alongside the ministry and a school board working group which will 
focus on creation of Cyber Protection Technical Standards and Procedures.

“ECNO provides 
strong, informed 
guidance and  
support, leveraging 
the wisdom and 
power of many 
partner boards.”

Loretta Notten, 
Director of 
Education
Waterloo 
Catholic District 
School Board
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Strong focus on security and privacy 
in 2020

K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 
reaches across Ontario
ECNO is proud to have led a successful K-12 Cyber Awareness Month  
campaign (October 1-31, 2021) in partnership with the Ontario Ministry  
of Education. 

For the second year in a row, ECNO was able to educate faculty, students, 
and their families of the importance of staying safe online. 

For the execution and deployment of this campaign, and with the help of 
multiple subject matter experts, ECNO’s Provincial Information Security 
Officer (PISO) developed extensive content surrounding the various topics 
of cyber safety, making it widely available across the organization’s website, 
along with digestible video animations that can be  shared within boards and 
classrooms across Ontario. 

The organization utilized marketing collateral surrounding three main pillars 
of cyber awareness to educate audiences across our social media channels 
and website and supplied all Board IT and Communications Managers with 
weekly toolkits, in both English and French, that include user-friendly copy 
and catchy, simple graphics for partners to use as they pleased. 

The Ministry’s classroom-friendly cyber awareness calendar was also utilized 
and shared to promote the concept of cyber awareness all year round. 

ECNO received positive feedback from this campaign and is currently  
surveying boards and participants to solicit feedback to improve and evolve 
the program for years to come.

“Excellent source of collaborative knowledge and 
problem solving.”

Derek Galipeau, Manager of Technical Services and Support
District School Board of Niagara
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Honouring a Pioneer – Gina Coish
When Gina Coish started 
working in education, 
online privacy was not  
on the radar. In the 30 
years before her official 
‘retirement’ this year 
(more on that later) it  
became the defining 
focus of her career.
 

“I worked in practically every department,” 
Gina says of her early years with the Simcoe 
County District School Board (SDSB). “It gave 
me a broad understanding of the business of 
education.” That wide lens would be a great 
advantage when she was asked to assume 
full-time responsibility for access and privacy 
in 2005. Things were starting to explode on 
the tech side and the Ministry of Education 
had introduced managing information for 
student achievement. Boards had a lot of 
questions about the privacy and information 
management considerations.
 
Before long, Gina found herself co-chairing 
OASBO’s Privacy Task Force, which led to  
the creation of the Privacy and Information 
Management (PIM) Toolkit in 2009. It’s a 
comprehensive primer helping Ontario school 
boards comply with freedom of information, 
privacy, and records management legislation, 
as well as provincial and federal government 
directives that impact school boards.
 
“The PIM Toolkit was a huge effort and to this 
day it is still a great pillar for boards to build 

their privacy strategies around,” says  
John Shanks, ECNO’s Director of Business 
Development and the person who hired Gina 
into the Privacy and Record Management  
role at the SDSB all those years ago. “Gina  
has been a strong advocate for inclusion  
and development of cross sector thinking  
including many of the OASBO, OPSOA,  
OCSOA, CODE, and COSBO sub-committees 
and has set the standard for leadership by 
example through this process.”
 
“We were definitely building the plane while 
flying,” Gina chuckles. She is clear it was a 
massive team effort. “Collaboration was key.  
It was such a solid leadership team with a 
common vision. We felt that the stars aligned 
to bring key people together,” she says. “It was 
a fast moving push for innovation, so we had 
to keep pace and identify the risks as we went 
along. There also needed to be some cultural 
readiness in boards so we helped with that,” 
she says.
 
Gina plans to spend some of her retirement 
traveling and spending time with her 
 family, although she can’t quite quit the 
privacy world she embarked on so many 
years ago: she recently assumed a part-time 
position as a business analyst/reviewer with 
ECNO’s VASP team. She also plans to do some 
occasional consulting with other boards.
 
“It has been so rewarding, I’m not quite ready 
to stop I guess,” laughs Gina.
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ECNO by the Numbers

Financials

VASP program estimated annual savings for the provincial education sector: $1.6 Million
 Boards participating in program: 89%
Apps Vetted by VASP Team – 100+
Shared Technology Services – participating boards to date: 30
 Estimated annual savings for 30 boards: $2 Million
Applications packaged for delivery to Boards: 500+
Participating boards in RISA program to date: 45
Estimated annual savings for 30 boards: $246,000
Member Boards – 100% of District School Boards in Ontario
Savings to date to Ontario public education sector from Microsoft Agreement: $6 Million
School Boards onboarded to the Microsoft App Store offering 284 packaged apps through the store: 21

Expenses in 2021
32% - Microsoft/Data Ref Arch Pro
2% - Communications and Marketing
0.03% - Conference
17% - VASP/RISA 
9% - Maintenance Contract Fees
2% - Office, Insurance, Travel and General
19% - Salaries, Benefits and Professional Fees
17% - Shared Tech Services
2% - Surplus

15% - Operations, Interest and Other
6% - Product Support and Enhancement Fees
2% - Conference
9% - Reference Architecture Income
18% - Shared Tech Service Fees
17% - Product Licensing
32% - Project Income

Revenue in 2021
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Staff
Wayne Toms – Executive Director
Sandra Duke – Executive Assistant
Tim Hall – Director of Customer Solutions
John Shanks – Director of Business 
 Development
Steve Payne – Provincial Information 
 Security Officer
 

Board of Directors 
Brent McDonald – President
Chris Dale – Vice President 
Brian McKay – Treasurer
Carolyn Glaser – Secretary
Paulla Bennett
Glen Regier
Martin Lavigne
Geoffrey Edwards
 

Conference Committee
Francis Mailloux
Eleanore Novak
Kevin Lepage
Kelvin McQuarrie
Marie Serpa
Paulo Silva
Mike Rowe
Vince Garrett
Maria Serpa
Wayne Toms
Sandra Duke
 

ECNO Advisory Committee
Jerry Lu
Doug Fiebig
Jay Lucas
Abdu-L-Kerim Sandooya – Vice Chair
Rosss Luckhurst
Glenn Morrison 
Brad Ross 
Derek Galipeau 
John McCormick 
Sean Heuchert 
Anthony Brice 
Tim Hall 
John Shanks
 

STSAC Membership
Ryan St-Aubin  
Steve Goyer  
Dominic Tang  
Sean Heuchert – Chair
Jason Hillier  
Peter Scantland – Vice/Scribe
Wayne Toms  
Tim Hall  
John Shanks  
Ron Plaizier – STS Mgr

ETAC Membership
 Anthony Brice – Chair 
 Shawn Pomfret – Vice Chair 
 Chris Blackstock – Secretary 
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Looking forward:  
Safety. Savings. Standardization.
As we reflect on the past couple of years  
and look towards a post-pandemic return to 
“normal”, one thing is clear: we will continue 
to see an unprecedented pace of technology 
integration in education. 

At the same time, school boards will be  
challenged to remain adaptive, inclusive,  
efficient, and fiscally restrained.

Our board will lean into these objectives and  
is already taking a holistic view to how we 
bring maximum value by exploring the role 
of Information Technology expertise in all  
areas of board administration and teaching.

Our unbending focus will continue to be on 
online safety, security, and privacy. Our team 
will meet those needs with diligence and 
rapid response. We are already digging into 
“next” and will be ahead of the curve.

We are also keenly aware of our shared goal  
to discover economies of scale and tangible  
savings across the system while better  
equipping boards to meet the emerging  
demands at the intersection of technology 
and education.  

And, as we’re fond of saying, why do something  
72 different ways when it can be done once? 
ECNO will continue to create platforms and 
networks that draw on the collective expertise 
of our members and valuable partners as we 
standardize systems and approaches across 
the province to contribute to efficiencies 
whenever possible.

The timing could not be better: we are already 
well immersed in engagement and discussions 
to inform ECNO’s new three-year strategic 
plan. We look forward to sharing it with our 
members and collaborators in Spring 2022.
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ECNO is a virtual organization.
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